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Labov, William (1927– )
D. Sankoﬀ

William Labov has been the dominant ﬁgure in
sociolinguistics since its emergence in the mid-1960s.
Having studied with Weinreich (see Weinreich, Uriel)
at Columbia, he also taught there until 1970 before
founding the sociolinguistics program at the University of Pennsylvania, which has become the Mecca
for the discipline.
Through Weinreich, Labov was exposed to the
most progressive view of language extant in classical
linguistics, its variability and changeability across
space, time, speakers, domains and contexts. With
Weinreich, Labov laid down a program for the
empirical study of language in the speech community
in 1968, thus making the bridge between the
traditional study of language and the new ﬁeld of
sociolinguistics.
His 1963 MA project on a sound change in
progress in Martha’s Vineyard and his 1964 PhD
thesis on sociolinguistic stratiﬁcation of New York
City introduced techniques of sample surveys,
natural experimentation, and quantitative analysis
into sociolinguistic research. However, it was in his
independent study of African American vernacular
English in Harlem starting in 1965 that he made the
paradigmatic breakthroughs underlying the modern
ﬁeld of linguistic variation theory. Labov’s intent was
an empirical, rigorous, and reproducible approach to
language as it is actually used, a scientiﬁc linguistics.
His ambivalence about the label ‘sociolinguistics,’ in
analogy to other hyphenated domains like psycholinguistics, educational linguistics, etc., reﬂects his
overarching project of advancing linguistic theory by
grounding it in solid data and objective analyses
rather than unveriﬁable intuitions and polemic
debate, without sacriﬁcing the creative roles of
scientiﬁc insight and intricate inductive and deductive
reasoning. Key components of this approach include
the following:
(a) The resolution of Saussure’s paradox through
the notion of the linguistic variable. This is an
explicit way of measurably linking the important structures of linguistic theory with time
and other extralinguistic factors, through the
quantitative eﬀects of these factors on the
choice among two or more diﬀerent articulations of a given phonological form in a given
context, involving no change in the denotational value of a lexical item, or the syntactic
function of an aﬃx.
(b) Principled sampling procedures, together with
suﬃcient demographic, social, and linguistic
characterization of the speaker within the
speech community.

(c) Fieldwork methods designed to circumvent
observer eﬀects when eliciting and recording
spontaneous speech samples of varying register
in natural context, as well as quality control
technology for speech data collected in ﬁeld
conditions.
(d) Scientiﬁc respect for the speech corpus, including data preservation and the principle of
accountability, whereby all tokens in the
corpus of the structure under study must be
included in the analysis and calculations.
(e) Multivariate quantitative models of performance for attributing usage tendencies to
linguistic and extralinguistic factors (see Statistics in Sociolinguistics). This work made it
possible to investigate questions of central
interest to linguistic theory using statistics,
based on the linguistic variable.
(f) Research-based advocacy for minority speech
communities. He was the ﬁrst to study and
‘revalorise’ minority and vernacular speech
forms. He fought against Bernsteinian views
of working class language, against the deﬁcit
hypothesis and against elitist language attitudes in the educational establishment (see
Code, Sociolinguistic; Bernstein, Basil). This
linguistic activism is clear in his choice of
communities to study, in his recruitment of
students, in his writings, in his advocacy in the
courts, and in the media.
This program, carried out by Labov, his students and
disciples worldwide, has met with undeniable success.
The principles of sound change he established and
the universal and language-speciﬁc constraint hierarchies he discovered have had a great impact on
phonology and other areas of linguistics. His studies
of t/d deletion, auxiliary contraction, and others have
been replicated many times and have served as
models for entire research traditions in New World
Spanish, Canadian French, Brazilian Portuguese,
and other languages. However, despite its unwavering focus on the linguistics of spoken language, or
perhaps because of it, the intellectual power of this
approach, studying usage instead of intuition, and
concentrating on the elucidation of linguistic structure in social and historical context rather than using
predeﬁned language features as tools for properly
social science investigations, it has also revolutionized many other disciplines within language science.
His Harlem work, followed up by a generation
of students in the US and the Caribbean, rescued
the ﬁeld of creole studies from its ethnolinguistic
backwater to become one of the most intellectually
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rigorous and socially relevant ongoing research
areas.
His long-standing interest in the vowel system of
American English, particularly the Northern Cities
Shift (see Chain Shifts) and the relationships among
English dialects worldwide, has profoundly changed
dialectology. Based on his experience in urban speech
communities, he was able to dramatically increase the
social validity of survey studies, while introducing
new techniques and technology to increase eﬃciencies and to multiply the kinds of discovery possible.
This work culminated in the monumental Atlas of
North American English (see The Atlas of North
American English), whose computer-based methods
have transformed dialectology.
Labov made many contributions to the analysis of
narratives (see Bamberg 1997; Narrative, Natural).
While his deep insights into the transformation of
everyday experience into narrative would be hard to
rival, the example he set, and the protocols he
established for the analysis of narrative discourse
have inspired a proliferation of research in this area.
In the study of social change, Labov’s gender and
class-based models of language variation change
remain fundamental for the understanding of the
prestige and inﬂuence of sociodemographic groups,
culturally-speciﬁc gender roles, and the modeling and
quantitative dynamics of trait diﬀusion within the
community.
Labov’s role in the ﬁeld is attested to by his
presence as invited speaker at the large majority of
the 30 annual NWAVE (New Ways of Analyzing
Variation) conferences, the premier sociolinguistics
meeting, since 1972. He founded and is the guiding
spirit behind the major variation theory journal,
Language Variation and Change (1988–). He was
president of the Linguistics Society of America in
1979. In 1993 he became one of the very few linguists
ever elected to the National Academy of Sciences of
the USA. He has been awarded honorary doctorates
by numerous universities worldwide. His ﬁeld methods
and quantitative analysis protocols are taught in
sociolinguistics classes everywhere. PhD students
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who have studied with him include many of the top
researchers in sociolinguistics and related areas
today: S. Ash, J. Auger, J. Baugh (see Baugh, John),
C. Boberg, A. Bower, S. Boyd, M. Braga, P. Cohen,
B. Dayton, P. Eckert, G. Guy, N. Haeri, J. Hibaya,
D. Hindle, M. Lennig, B. Lavandera, C. Linde, J.
Myhill, N. Nagy, G. Nunberg, N. O’Connor, M.
Oliveira, C. Paradis, P. Patrick, S. Poplack (see
Poplack, Shana), J. Rickford (see Rickford, John), J.
Roberts, D. Schiﬀrin (see Schiﬀrin, Deborah), F.
Tarallo, B. Wald, J. Weiner, M. Yaeger-Dror and
many others, while scores of post-doctoral students
and scholars on sabbatical have also worked with
him.
See also: Sociolinguistic Variation; Dialect and
Dialectology; Sociophonetics; Chain Shifts; Ebonics
and African American Vernacular English; Narrative, Natural; Code, Sociolinguistic; The Atlas of
North American English; Forensic Sociolinguistics;
Sound Change; Sociolinguistics and Language
Change; Vernacular.
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